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SECTION I: DATE AND TIMING INFORMATION  
1. Preprint Question 4:  

a. CMS asks the state to confirm if the amount provided in question 4 includes provisions 
for non-benefit costs such as margin, administrative load, and/or taxes and fees? If so, 
CMS would appreciate if the state could provide the amounts attributed to these non-
benefit cost provisions. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The amount provided does include the estimated 
amounts for risk margin, administration, and taxes. 
 

b. Please describe why the amount provided in response to question 4 is the same 
estimate as what was provided in last year’s preprint. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The total available funding for SFY 2023 is expected to 
remain unchanged from SFY 2022. 
 

c. Please provide estimates of the share of the total dollars provided in response to 
question 4 that is for:   

i. Component 1 - $484,605,000 
ii. Component 2 - $159,808,000 

iii. Component 3 - $239,712,000 
iv. Component 4 - $176,000,000 
v. Administration, profit risk margin, or and premium tax. $39,875,000 

SECTION II: TYPE OF STATE DIRECTED PAYMENT 
2. Preprint Question 8:  

a. In Attachment A: 
i. The state references Attachment A1, but it was not submitted. Please provide 

Att A1 or other documentation that provides clarity on the reconciliation 
process.  

a. Please also confirm all payments (including the interim payments based 
on historical data for Component 1) will be reconciled to actual 
utilization data during the SFY 2023 rating period? The QIPP SFY 2022 
approval letter stated, “CMS will not approve the state directed 
payment if Component 1 or other parts of the payment arrangement 
condition payment on services rendered during a previous rating 
period; the requirement of a reconciliation threshold or similar 
structure with a threshold higher than zero percent will not be 
considered sufficient to meet this regulatory requirement.” 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The reference to attachment A1 in 
Attachment A was an oversight, please disregard.  The interim allocation 
of funds, based on historical Medicaid fee-for-service and STAR+PLUS 
days of service, across qualifying non-state government-owned nursing 
facilities will be reconciled to the actual distribution of Medicaid nursing 
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facility days of service across these nursing facilities during the program 
period; the actual distribution of funds will be captured by Health and 
Human Services Commission’s (HHSC’s) Medicaid contractors for 
Medicaid days of service 120 days after the last day of the program 
period. Please see the attached file detailing the reconciliation process 
for SFY 2023. 
 

b. The state indicated the following during the SFY 2022 review of QIPP 
Component 1. Has any of this changed for SFY 2023 QIPP payments? 

1. The state’s intent is that there will be no changes to the 
payments that the MCO receives from the state; payment 
changes would occur only for the providers. 

2. The state will inform the MCOs via a payment scorecard that 
will show any provider level payment adjustments that are 
required.   

State Response (April 21, 2022): With respect to the first above 
statement, once HHSC completes the reconciliation of all components, 
the state’s actuary will review the results and determine if QIPP’s 
capitation rate changes are necessary to adhere to actuarial soundness 
requirements. The state affirms the second above statement for QIPP. 

c. As part of the SFY 2022 preprint review, the state indicated, “the state 
intends to maintain the size of Component 1 as a percentage of the 
overall program value; however, the gross value of Component 1 may 
change if the overall program value fluctuates from the estimated value.  
This fluctuation would be a result of changes in caseload from the 
forecasted caseload for the fiscal year. However, the payments will still 
be reconciled against actual utilization, so the actual percentage of 
program value compared to actual utilization may result in a different 
percentage rate increase than the estimated rate increase, which is 
based upon historical utilization and estimated program values.” Is this 
still the case for SFY 2023? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state affirms this response. 
 

ii. Under Component 1, it says, NF must “serve at least one Medicaid member per 
payment period”. In Attachment A for SFY 2022, the state says, “one Medicaid 
member per reporting period”. Can the state please explain how this is 
operationalized and if there was a change from SFY 2022 to SFY 2023? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Payment period and reporting period are 
interchangeable in this case. There is no operational change between SFY22 and 
SFY23. 
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iii. Under Component 4, it says, “HHSC designates one quality metric for 
Component Four that entails staged performance targets over the four quarters 
of the program year”. Can the state please clarify what you mean by this 
statement (i.e., designating one quality metric)? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): This metric is “staged” because there are 
different performance requirements associated with each quarter; however, the 
metric remains the same and is the only metric in Component 4. 
 

b. From the SFY 2022 review, CMS understood the total values of each component would 
be as follows. Can the state please confirm this is still accurate for SFY 2023? 

i. Component 1 = total value equals 110% of the non-federal share of the QIPP.  
ii. Component 2 = total value equals 40% of remaining QIPP funds after accounting 

for the funding of Components 1 and 4. 
iii. Component 3 = total value equals 60% of remaining QIPP funds after accounting 

for the funding of Components 1 and 4. 
iv. Component 4 = total value of Component 4 equals to 16% of the total funds of 

the QIPP. 

State Response (April 21, 2022): The state affirms this response. There are no changes 
in component allocation from SFY 2022 to SFY 2023. 

c. The state indicates in preprint question 6c that this SFY 2023 preprint submission 
proposes quality metrics/benchmark changes. Can the state describe the changes from 
SFY 2022 and update the below table accordingly?  
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Component Class 
Eligible 

Brief Description  SFY 2022 SFY2023  State Response 
(April 21, 2022) 

Component 1 
(QAPI) 

NSGO 
NFs 

A uniform percent 
increase dispersed as a 
monthly payment. The 
monthly payment is based 
on historical utilization 
with a reconciliation 
threshold if utilization 
differs from the historical 
utilization by 18% of zero 
percent and is contingent 
upon monthly submission 
of a QAPI Validation 
Report form and data 
related to a NF-specific 
performance 
improvement project 
(PIP). 

NF must initiate a PIP 
and must report 
monthly on their 
progress made on their 
PIP.  

No changes. Texas, 
please confirm? 

The reconciliation 
threshold was 
reduced from 18% 
to zero starting in 
SFY22 program 
year. As a 
Condition of 
Participation, the 
PIP reporting 
frequency changed 
from monthly in 
SFY22 to two times 
per program year 
in SFY23. Note: 
this PIP is focused 
on a CMS long-stay 
MDS quality 
measure.  

Component 2 
(Registered 
Nurse 
Workforce 
Development) 

Both 
NFs 

Monthly incentive 
payment if some or all 
metrics achieved 
(met/unmet). The 3 
measures are equally 
weighted – if NF meets 
performance targets for 
all measures, they will 
receive all available funds 
for this component. The 3 
measures are: 
1. NF increased the 

number of Registered 
Nurse hours from the 
federal requirement 
of 8 hours by 4 
additional hours on at 
least 90 percent of 
days (1/3); 

2. NF increased the 
number of Registered 
Nurse hours from the 
federal requirement 
of 8 hours by 8 
additional hours on at 

The third measure is 
now based on having a 
workforce development 
program/PIP and 
monitoring outcomes.  
In previous years, the 
measure was based on 
the submission of a 
recruitment and 
retention plan.  

State removed the 
third measure and 
the performance 
targets for 
measures 1 and 2 
changed. Texas, 
please confirm?  

Measures and 
metrics remain 
unchanged in SFY 
2023. As a 
Condition of 
Participation, PIP 
reporting 
frequency changed 
from monthly in 
SFY22 to two times 
per program year 
in SFY23. Note: 
this PIP is focused 
on a topic of 
workforce 
development.  
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least 90 percent of 
days (1/3);  

3. NF has a workforce 
development program 
in the form of a PIP 
that includes a self-
directed plan and 
monitoring outcomes 
(1/3).  

Component 3 
(Minimum 
Data Set 
(MDS) CMS 
Quality 
Measures) 

Both 
NFs 

Quarterly incentive 
payment based on 
achievement of 
performance measures. 
The 4 MDS measures are 
equally weighted – if NF 
meets performance 
targets for all measures, 
they will receive all 
available funds for this 
component. To achieve a 
measure, the NF must 
demonstrate either: 
1. 5% improvement over 

NF-specific baseline 
each quarter. Baseline 
is set at the most 
recent NF-specific 
four-quarter average; 
OR  

2. 5% improvement over 
program-wide 
benchmark each 
quarter after Quarter 
1. Program-wide 
benchmark is set at 
national average. 

The 4 MDS long-stay 
measures are: 
1. Percent of high-risk 

residents with 
pressure ulcers (1/4).  

2. Percent of residents 
who received an 
antipsychotic 
medication (1/4). 

The measure “Percent 
of residents with a 
urinary tract infection 
(long stay)” was moved 
from Component 4 to 
Component 3. The 
performance targets are 
now based on quarterly 
improvement over NF-
specific baseline or over 
program-wide 
benchmark each 
quarter after Quarter 1.  

No changes. Texas, 
please confirm? 

Correct. See 
response to Q6.a. 
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3. Percent of residents 
whose ability to move 
independently has 
worsened (1/4).  

4. Percent of residents 
with a urinary tract 
infection (1/4).  

Component 4 
(Infection 
Prevention 
and Control 
Program) 

NSGO 
NFs 

Quarterly incentive 
payment based on 
achievement of quarterly 
staged measures. All 
quarterly performance 
targets must be met to 
earn an incentive 
payment for the 
component. The quarterly 
staged measures are: 
 
1. For quarters 1 and 3 – 

NF maintains active 
infection control 
program that includes 
pursuing improved 
outcomes in antibiotic 
stewardship. NF must 
demonstrate ongoing 
adherence to seven 
elements of infection 
control and antibiotic 
stewardship. 

2. For quarter 2 - NF 
reviews and updates 
infection control 
policies.  

3. For quarter 2 - 
Nursing Facility 
Administrator (NFA) 
and Director of 
Nursing (DON) 
demonstrate recent 
completion of 
"Nursing Home 
Infection 
Preventionist Training 
Course" developed by 
CMS and the CDC. NF 

The MDS measure 
“Percent of Residents 
Assessed and 
Appropriately Given the 
Seasonal Influenza 
Vaccine (long stay)” is 
newly added for SFY 
2022, The quarterly 
staged measures are 
also new for SFY 2022. 
 

State removed the 
quarter 2 staged 
measure: “NF 
reviews and 
updates infection 
control policies”. 
Texas, please 
confirm? 

Yes, that is correct.  
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SECTION IIA: VALUE-BASED PAYMENTS (VBP) / DELIVERY SYSTEM REFORM (DSR): 
3. For Components 2-4, please affirm that the payments required under this payment arrangement 

will only be made for performance tied to the delivery of services for Medicaid beneficiaries 
covered under the Medicaid managed care contract for the SFY 2022 rating period only and that 
the payment will not be made for performance tied to the delivery of services for individuals 
who are uninsured, nor performance related to the delivery of services covered by another 
insurer (e.g. Medicare), or covered through the state fee-for-service program. 
  
State Response (April 21, 2022): Consistent with CMS’s January 2021 SMDL (#21-001), 
payments are conditioned on the delivery and utilization of services covered under the contract 
for the applicable rating period. The state affirms that the QIPP payments will be applied only to 

must provide 
certificate of 
completion for 
required staff. 

4. For quarter 4 – two 
MDS measures: 

a. Percent of 
Residents 
Assessed and 
Appropriately 
Given the 
Pneumococcal 
Vaccine (long 
stay) 

b. Percent of 
Residents 
Assessed and 
Appropriately 
Given the 
Seasonal 
Influenza 
Vaccine (long 
stay)  

 
For the two MDS 
measures in Component 
4, a NF must improve over 
its NF-specific baseline by 
5% or perform better than 
the national benchmark 
on both vaccination 
measures to earn 
payment in quarter 4. 
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Medicaid services under the relevant managed care contract. For example, for the MDS 
measures in Components 3 and 4, the state uses the facility-level numerators and denominators 
from CMS Care Compare to evaluate each NF’s achievement. If the NF met or exceeded the 
performance requirement for the measure, it is eligible to earn a payment, with the payment 
amount based on the services delivered during the rating period. 
 

4. In Q11 of the preprint, Attachment B captures the state’s response.  
a. Preprint Question 11: The state notes in Attachment B that, “For state fiscal year 2022, 

QIPP will include four components.” Please update the response to correctly read 2023. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Thank you. Pre-print Attachment B has been revised to 
reflect this correction. 
 

b. The state clarifies in Attachment B that: “The quality metrics will be equally weighted 
(within a component) for payment each month or quarter, as appropriate” (emphasis on 
the italic). Is this state make an operational change how the quality metrics are 
weighted for SFY 2023?   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): No operational changes are being made to how the 
quality metrics are weighted for SFY2023. 
 

5. Preprint Question 12 (Attachment C):  
a. For Component 2: 

i. Is it correct that the state removed the following measure from Component 2: 
“NF has a workforce development program in the form of a PIP that includes a 
self-directed plan and monitoring outcomes”?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Correct. Component 2 Metric 3 is a uniform 
percent increase and not a quality measure. As developed for the SFY 2022 
program year, the requirement once attached to Component 2 Metric 3 has 
been designated as a condition of participation in the program. A NF that fails to 
submit reports on progress in the workforce development PIP will be subject to 
remediation. Failure to respond will result in removal from the program and all 
funds earned may be recouped.  
 

ii. For Metric 1 (NF maintains 12 hours of RN coverage per day), has the 
performance target changed? For SFY 2022, the state indicated, “Met if NF 
maintains 4 additional hours for 90% of days in the month”. Attachment C for 
SFY 2023 says, “NF maintains 12 hours of RN coverage per day.”  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): No, the performance target has not changed. 
“4 additional hours [beyond the CMS-mandated 8 hours]” is equivalent to “12 
hours of RN coverage.” The facility must still maintain this coverage for at least 
90% of the days in the month.  
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iii. For Metric 2 (NF maintains 16 hours of RN coverage per day), has the 
performance target changed? For SFY 2022, the state indicated, “Met/Not Met 
if NF maintains 8 additional hours for 90% of days in the month”. Attachment C 
for SFY 2023 says, “NF maintains 16 hours of RN coverage per day.” 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): No, the performance target has not changed. 
“8 additional hours [beyond the CMS-mandated 8 hours]” is equivalent to “16 
hours of RN coverage.” The facility must still maintain this coverage for at least 
90% of the days in the month.  
 

b. For Component 3: Is it accurate that there were no changes to the performance 
measures or performance targets for SFY 2023? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Correct. While the baselines and benchmarks are set 
each program year, the structure and methodology for Component 3 remain the same.  
 

c. For Component 4: 
i. For the Quarter 1 and 3 Metric (NF maintains active infection control program 

that includes pursuing improved outcomes in antibiotic stewardship), has the 
performance measure changed? For SFY 2022, the state indicated, “NF must 
demonstrate ongoing adherence to seven elements of infection control and 
antibiotic stewardship”. Attachment C for SFY 2023 says, “met” if facility 
completes assessment of Infection control program requirements for seven core 
elements of antibiotic stewardship, submits supporting evidence and 
observational audits for hand hygiene and PPE usage as well as facility-specific 
antibiogram report.” 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): No, the performance measure has not changed 
between SFY2022 and SFY2023 for the Quarter 1 and 3 Metric (NF maintains 
active infection control program that includes pursuing improved outcomes in 
antibiotic stewardship). The specific elements required have been updated for 
SFY 2023 in line with updated publications from the CDC. Nursing facilities (NFs) 
submit antibiograms and observational audit data on hand hygiene and PPE 
compliance. NFs also attest to commitment to implementation of ‘Seven Core 
Elements of Antibiotic Stewardship for Nursing Homes,’ using a checklist 
published by CDC.  
 

ii. Is it correct that the state removed the following measure from Component 4: 
“NF reviews and updates infection control policies”?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): That is correct.  
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d. In Component 4, why does the state plan to continue having only non-state 
government-owned nursing facilities be eligible for Component 4, and not including 
private nursing facilities?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Texas would consider the classes eligible for 
Component 4 in the future, but also believes that as the component is focused on a 
topic (infection control) that we consider a matter of public health, publicly owned 
facilities have a unique responsibility for advancing public health. 
 

6. Preprint Question 13: 
a. The QIPP SFY 2022 approval letter noted, ““For Components 3 and 4, CMS also 

appreciates that the state incorporated changes to the payment arrangement to ensure 
that only facilities that maintain or improve performance on the identified metrics will 
receive payments under these components. If the state continues this payment 
arrangement for the SFY 2023 rating period or any future rating periods, CMS expects 
that such safeguards are maintained to continue ensuring that payments under any 
component conditioned upon performance only go to those facilities and providers that 
maintain or improve performance from one period to the next and not to providers that 
show declines in performance.”  

i. Can the state please confirm that for SFY 2023, payments will continue to be 
made only to facilities that maintain or improve performance on the identified 
metrics? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Yes, the State confirms that for SFY 2023, 
payments will continue to be made only to facilities that maintain or improve 
performance.  
 

ii. Can the state please provide an update on the implementation of the new 
Component 3 and 4 performance requirements with the nursing facilities in the 
SFY 2022 rating period? Are there any performance results that the state can 
share with CMS for SFY 2022, perhaps for measures that are assessed on a 
quarterly basis?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): MDS measures for Component 4 are not 
calculated until October 2022, after Q4. The table below relays how many of the 
909 facilities eligible for Component 3 met respective MDS-based quality 
measures. These results are as of April 2022 and reflect Q1 and Q2.  
 

SFY 2022 
Reporting 

Period 

Pressure Ulcers 
(NHC 453) 

Antipsychotic 
Medications 

(NHC 419) 

Independent 
Mobility 

(NHC 451) 

UTIs (NHC 
407) 

Q1 587 472 778 708 
Q2 555 517 732 721 
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b. The state’s response to question 13 in Attachment C only refers to SFY 2022, there is no 

mention of SFY 2023. Please update this response for SFY 2023.  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Thank you. Pre-print Attachment C has been revised to 
reflect this correction. 
 

c. How many facilities that are eligible for payment under Component 2 already meet the 
requirement to maintain 4 additional hours for 90% of days in the month? How many 
meet the requirement to maintain 8 additional hours for 90% of days in the month? As 
part of the SFY 2022 review, the state informed CMS, “As of March, SFY2021, 865 
facilities were eligible for Component 2. Of those, 758 met the requirement to maintain 
4 additional hours for 90% of days in the month, and 737 met the requirement to 
maintain 8 additional hours for 90% of days in the month.” 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): In February of SFY 2022, 909 facilities were eligible for 
Component 2. Of those, 771 to meeting the requirement to maintain 4 additional hours 
for 90% of days in the month, and 749 to meeting the requirement to maintain 8 
additional hours for 90% of days in the month. 
 

d. How many facilities that are eligible for payment under Component 4 already perform 
above the national average on each of the measures included in Component 4? As part 
of the SFY 2022 review, the state indicated, “As of the beginning of SFY2021, 547 
facilities were eligible for Component 4: 430 facilities performed above the national 
average on (CMS N024.01) percent of residents with a urinary tract infection. As of 
Quarter 2, SFY2021, 547 facilities were eligible for the self-reported pneumococcal 
vaccine measure: 506 facilities performed above the national average.” 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): As of the beginning of SFY2022, 604 facilities were 
eligible for Component 4. Of those, 538 were performing better than the national 
average on the pneumococcal vaccination measure (Nursing Home Compare ID 415), 
and 485 were performing better than the national average on the seasonal influenza 
vaccination measure (NHC ID 454). 
 
As of the beginning of SFY2022, 909 facilities were eligible to earn funds related to the 
urinary tract infection measure (NHC ID 407) in Component 3. Of those, 710 began the 
year performing better than the national average. 
 

e. How many facilities that are eligible for payment under Component 4 already have an 
active infection control program that includes pursuing improved outcomes in antibiotic 
stewardship? As part of the SFY 2022 review, the state indicated, “As of Quarter 2, 
SFY2021, 547 facilities were eligible for Component 4. Of those, 526 met the 
requirements for an active infection control plan.” 
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State Response (April 21, 2022): As of the beginning of SFY 2022, 604 facilities were 
eligible for Component 4. Of those, 581 facilities met Component 4 infection control 
requirements in Quarter 1, and 515 facilities met Component 4 infection control 
requirements in Quarter 2.  

 
f. The state has told CMS in prior QIPP preprint reviews that for Components 2 and 4, the 

state does a quarterly validation of the quality metrics on a representative sample of 
providers, and if the provider does not provide the supporting documentation or 
participate in the review, the state will recoup the pertinent funds. While the validation 
efforts were paused for COVID-19, will the state continue the efforts in SFY23?   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Yes, the state plans to perform validation in SFY 2023.  
 

7. The state also indicated in previous year reviews that it would recoup funds based on validation 
efforts. Can the state please denote if any funds were recouped in prior years for Components 2 
and 4?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): At this time, the state has not recouped any funds from  
facilities identified for review during validation efforts. 

SUBSECTION IIB: STATE DIRECTED FEE SCHEDULES: 
8. Preprint Question 19b: CMS asks the state to provide the increase on a per claim basis.  

 
State Response (April 21, 2022): QIPP Component One represents an estimated uniform rate 
increase of $44.11 per day/claim paid during the program period. 
 

9. Preprint Question 19c:  
a. For Component 1, please further explain the reconciliation process, including what 

amount the state will be targeting for the retroactive reconciliation.    
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The SFY 2021 reconciliation is based on a methodology 
utilizing an 18 percent threshold. The difference between actual utilization and 
historical utilization used to determine payments was 17.30%. As a result, the 
reconciliation was not triggered, and the payments received by facilities during the 
program period were not adjusted. The SFY 2023 reconciliation is expected to occur 
within 120 days following the end of the program period. This reconciliation will be 
absolute to actual utilization during the program period, and there is no target to trigger 
the reconciliation. 
 

b. Can the state provide any update on Component 1 reconciliations for the SFY 2021 and 
SFY 2022 rating periods? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The SFY 2021 reconciliation is based on a methodology 
utilizing an 18 percent threshold. The difference between actual utilization and 
historical utilization used to determine payments was 17.30%. As a result, the 
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reconciliation was not triggered, and the payments received by facilities during the 
program period were not adjusted. The SFY 2022 reconciliation is expected to occur 
within 120 days following the end of the program period. This reconciliation will be 
absolute to actual utilization during the program period and there is no target to trigger 
the reconciliation. 
 

10. Has the state made any progress in plans for incorporating performance measures into 
Component 1? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Component 1 has been designated a uniform percent increase 
and does not currently include any performance measures. Similar to SFY22, in SFY23, as a 
Condition of Participation requirement, NFs must conduct monthly QAPI meetings and report 
progress updates on their PIP. PIPs are not a quality metric with associated performance 
standards. 

Reporting on the PIP is a process measure of quality-- facilities demonstrate adoption of 
evidence-based practices by conducting PIPs to examine and improve care or services in areas 
that the facility identifies as needing attention. Areas that need attention will vary depending on 
the type of facility and the unique scope of services they provide. NFs will be submitting semi-
annual PIP updates in SFY2023. A NF that fails to submit reports on progress in the PIP will be 
subject to remediation. Failure to respond will result in removal from the program and all funds 
earned may be recouped.  

SECTION III: PROVIDER CLASS AND ASSESSMENT OF REASONABLENESS 
11. Preprint Question 21: The response to question 21 indicates that funds that are not earned will 

be distributed across all QIPP NFs that earned funds.  
a. Can the state please explain what effect this is expected to have on the final 

reimbursement rate analysis for each class?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state does not expect non-dispersed revenue to 
deviate drastically from previous enrollment periods. Non-dispersed funds accounted 
for 4.73% of revenue received during the SFY 2021 program period.   
 

b. In prior preprint reviews for QIPP, the state has provided CMS data demonstrating the 
portion of total lapse funds that have been allocated to each component based on 
actual experience for prior years of this payment arrangement. Would the state be able 
to provide this data for QIPP Year 4?   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Please see the table below. 
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QIPP Year 4 Payment Summary 

  Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 Total 

Fund amounts used for capitation 
calculations $435,078,867  $132,932,874  $310,176,705  $174,818,229  $1,053,006,675  

Available funds by caseload $388,410,905  $118,674,065  $276,906,152  $156,066,662  $940,057,784  
Funds earned (per capitation rate, 
actual caseload, and met metrics) - 
Does not include Non-Disbursed Funds 

$393,104,067  $103,133,842  $250,409,809  $147,769,411  $894,417,128  

Non-Disbursed funds ($4,693,162) $15,540,223  $26,496,343  $8,297,251  $45,640,655  

Earned Funds Percent 101.21% 86.91% 90.43% 94.68% 93.31% 

 
 

12. Preprint Question 23:  
a. In previous years, the state had a minimum fee schedule requirement for nursing facility 

services tied to the state plan rate. While such a preprint is no longer subject to written 
prior approval, can the state confirm if this minimum fee schedule requirement would 
still be in effect for SFY 2023?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state confirms that it requires plans to pay  state 
plan approved rates for SFY 2023. 
 

b. Please clarify the approach and data provided in Table 2.  
i. It is unclear why the “Average Base Payment Level from Plans to Providers 

(absent the SDP)” column is at 0%?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state directs plans to pay the state plan 
approved rates. The state’s interpretation of the column “Average Base 
Payment Levels from Plans to Providers (absent the SDP)” is that all plan-based 
payments are state directed, therefore the state plan approved rates paid by 
plans is annotated in the column “Effect on Total Payment Levels of Other 
SDPs”.  
 

ii. Additionally, can the state please explain why 2021 QIPP payments were used 
for the Table 2 analysis? Could the state use proposed SFY 2023 QIPP payments? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The SFY 2021 payments were used as an 
estimate for table 2 as the most recently available data for Medicare 
comparison. QIPP is a voluntary program and details regarding the provider 
classes for SFY 2023 cannot be accurately determined until the end of the 
enrollment period.  Processing of enrollment is estimated to be completed in 
late April 2022. 
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SECTION V: INCORPORATION INTO THE ACTUARIAL RATE CERTIFICATION  
13. As part of the SFY 2022 preprint review, the state indicated that it did not anticipate any 

amendments to the rates or rate certifications to account for the reconciliation requirement in 
Component 1.  

a. Is this still the case for SFY 2022? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): If necessary, the rates and rate certifications will be 
amended. 
 

b. And does the state expect to amend the rates or rate certifications as a result of the 
reconciliation for SFY 2023? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): If necessary, the rates and rate certifications will be 
amended. 
 

14. Does the state direct the plans to set aside any portion of the capitation rate paid to them for 
this payment arrangement? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): MCOs retain 0.125% for administration, 1.75% for risk margin, 
and 1.75% for premium taxes. 
 

15. Are the plans directed to use a specific portion of the capitation rates paid to them to pay out 
Component 1?  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): Scorecards direct the MCOs to pay out the capitation received 
for component 1, after accounting for MCO fees detailed in question 14. 

SECTION IV: FUNDING FOR THE NON-FEDERAL SHARE 
 

Summary: The financing of the state directed payments made under the QIPP program appear to be 
financed by local units of government providing intergovernmental transfers (IGTs) funds that are 
largely derived from the taxing authority of these units of government through the Local Provider 
Participation Fund, or LPPF.  The state is attesting that the LPPF is broad-based and uniform.  However, 
it appears that not all hospitals are being taxed under the LPPF, and it also appears that some of the 
units of government providing IGTs do not receive any state appropriated funds and do not have any 
taxing authority.  The state has indicated that these units of government will be funding these through 
public private partnerships. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state wishes to clarify to CMS that LPPF-derived funds are not 
currently used a source of local funding for QIPP. 
 

16. Similar to the CHIRP spreadsheet, there appears indications that Coryell County Memorial, 
Decatur, Fannin County, and Uvalde County Hospital Authorities all have taxing authority, while 
the QIPP spreadsheet indicates that they do not have taxing authority.  Please explain this 
discrepancy. 
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State Response (April 21, 2022): HHSC identified the apparent discrepancy was due to a 
formatting and sorting issue. with the CHIRP Attachment F.  An updated attachment will be 
provided with the CHIRP Response.        

 
17. Related to the above, for any entities that may or may not have taxing authorities and do not 

receive any state appropriated funds, please describe how the funding for those IGTs is derived.  
We note that in some of the funding information provided under the various proposals, that 
some of the entities which do not have taxing authority and do not receive payments are 
funding a substantial IGT ($20M or more).  The state has an obligation, regardless of the IGT 
being voluntary or compulsory, to ensure that all federal requirements related to program 
financing are met.  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state affirms understanding of this requirement. The 
Provider Finance Department within HHSC has established a Local Funds Monitoring team that is 
responsible for collecting information from each entity that provides local funds as the non-
federal share of Medicaid payments. This oversight mechanism is a combination of self-reported 
quarterly data, review of public record data, and analysis of each funding source and related 
documentation. All local funds are being phased into this oversight process, as described in the 
proposed rule available here. The state understands and agrees that it is our responsibility to 
ensure that funds used in the Medicaid program are public funds in accordance with 42 C.F.R. 
§433.51. The funds transferred to the state are public funds and come from various eligible 
sources based on the local governmental entity’s available funds, such as general 
appropriations, county or city appropriations, commercial patient revenue where the entity is a 
service provider, or other available public funds. 
 

18. The proposed funding for QIPP appears to remain largely unchanged from the prior iteration to 
the more recent proposal.  What, if anything, has changed on the QIPP financing? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The proposed funding for QIPP SFY 2023 remains unchanged 
from the previous program period. 
 

19. Likewise, we note in one of the attachments (“Attachment F-1 QIPP 5 Year Eligible NSGO 
Providers.xls”) which seems to indicate that there is a significant ownership transfer component 
to the QIPP, where private nursing facilities transfer the ownership of their facility to units of 
government in order to be considered Non-State Government Owned providers.   

a. Can the state provide a sample of one of the ownership/lease agreements between the 
private entity and the non-state government entity, if such agreements exist?   

b. Do the private owners of the nursing facilities retain management, operations, and 
licensing responsibilities of the nursing facility? 

c. Are the non-state government owners required to pass funds down to the private 
operators under an agreement, and likewise, are any of the supplemental payment 
funds held for future use as an IGT in any circumstance?  
 

State Response (April 21, 2022): Ownership of Medicaid contracted facilities is a business 
decision for each facility contracted to deliver client care. The circumstances and information 

https://pfd.hhs.texas.gov/local-funds-monitoring
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used to determine a potential change in ownership is proprietary, and the state does not have 
access to considerations made by facilities. When a non-state government owns a nursing 
facility, they are the owner of record and assume all legal responsibilities, including benefits and 
liabilities, as the license holder and enrolled Medicaid provider. The state does not direct or 
require any Medicaid provider, including NSGO’s that own nursing facilities, to utilize their 
Medicaid revenues in any particular manner.  The state is similarly not a party to any 
management or operational contracts an owner might have with a management entity as the 
state’s contractual Medicaid relationship is exclusively with the enrolled Medicaid provider.  
 
That said, the state understands and agrees that it is our responsibility to ensure that funds used 
in the Medicaid program are public funds in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §433.51. As noted above, 
the Provider Finance Department, through the Local Funds Monitoring team, will provide 
oversight through a combination of self-reported quarterly data, review of public record data, 
and analysis of each funding source and related documentation. All local funds are being phased 
into this oversight process, as described in the proposed rule available here. This oversight 
mechanism will include review of agreements between a local governmental entity and a 
private provider. To the extent such agreements exist establishing the ownership structure 
described above, HHSC will ensure that funds transferred as the non-federal share are eligible 
public funds, and are not derived through the use of  federal funds in the manner described in 
sub-question c, above. The funds transferred to the state are public funds and come from 
various eligible sources based on the local governmental entity’s available funds, such as general 
appropriations, county or city appropriations, commercial patient revenue where the entity is a 
service provider, or other available public funds. 
 

20. Please confirm that the list of IGT Entities are consistent from the original submission to this 
renewal.  Have providers been added or renewed? And please provide any IGT agreements or 
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with the renewal submission. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): At the original time of preprint submission, HHSC had not sent 
suggestion IGT amounts to IGT entities. An updated list of IGT entities will be provided at a later 
date. There is no compulsory IGT requirement and there are no agreements requiring an IGT of 
any amount from a state or local governmental entity. Due to the voluntary nature of the IGT 
contribution, local governmental entities complete a Declaration of Intent form notifying HHSC 
of the funds that are intended to be transferred via IGT. 

 
21. How were the IGTs arranged?  Are all of the IGT Entities TX has listed in all Renewals signing an 

IGT Agreements or did the Texas Legislature earmark those entity’s funds for being transferred 
to the SMA?   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): There is no compulsory IGT requirement and there are no 
agreements requiring an IGT of any amount from a state or local governmental entity. Due to 
the voluntary nature of the IGT contribution, local governmental entities complete a Declaration 
of Intent form notifying HHSC of the funds that are intended to be transferred via IGT. In limited 
circumstances, the Texas Legislature appropriates specific public funds to a governmental entity 
with direction to use such funds in support of the Medicaid program. 

 

https://pfd.hhs.texas.gov/local-funds-monitoring
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22. Recent OIG report  (Report No. A-06-18-07001), found that the state was funding large portions 
of the IGTs under QIPP using loans and other debt instruments.  Note that 1903(w)(6)(A) of the 
Act provides that “the Secretary may not restrict States’ use of funds where such funds are 
derived from State or local taxes (or funds appropriated to State university teaching hospitals) 
transferred from or certified by units of government within a State as the non-Federal share of 
expenditures under this title, regardless of whether the unit of government is also a health care 
provider, except as provided in section 1902(a)(2), unless the transferred funds are derived by 
the unit of government from donations or taxes that would not otherwise be recognized as the 
non-Federal share under this section.”  However, loans and debt instruments are not “State or 
local taxes” and under 42 CFR 433.51 such loans or debt instruments would not be considered, 
“under [the unit of government]’s administrative control” so long as they are borrowed and 
owed back to another entity.  We have concerns that such funding mechanisms constitute 
recycling and/or reassignment of provider payments under, 42 CFR 447.10, as the total 
computable payment, owed to the provider would always need to repay the loan taken out on 
that provider’s behalf by the unit of government, therefore the “payments” under the state plan 
would never be made, in full, to the nursing facility providers. Please describe how the 
payments proposed under the QIPP in this most recent proposal addresses these concerns.   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): As noted in prior responses, the state understands and agrees 
that it is our responsibility to ensure that funds used in the Medicaid program are public funds in 
accordance with 42 C.F.R. §433.51.QIPP payments to providers comply with § 447.10 and the 
reimbursement structure approved by CMS.  
 
As HHSC noted in its response to the draft audit report, the language of § 433.51 does not 
support DHHS-OIG’s position. On the contrary, the plain language of the regulation permits the 
state to accept loan funds as the non-federal share. The loan funds transferred from the 
governmental entities were public funds because they were in the hands of the local 
governmental entity when they were transferred to HHSC.   
 
Moreover, DHHS-OIG’s position is inconsistent with the Social Security Act. Section 1903(w)(6) 
of the Social Security Act says that “the Secretary may not restrict States’ use of funds where 
such funds are derived from State or local taxes,” unless funds transferred from units of 
government are impermissible donations or taxes. The statute does not limit “public funds” to 
tax-generated and appropriated funds. Rather, that section of the Act prevents CMS from 
restricting the states’ use of funds derived from certain sources. It does not address public funds 
derived from other revenue sources, or imply that other revenue sources, such as loans, are not 
eligible public funds to be used as the non-federal share.        
 
HHSC disagrees that IGT funds must be under the administrative control of the transferring unit 
of government. HHSC noted in its response to the DHHS-OIG QIPP audit that the IGT funds at 
issue were under HHSC’s control, as required by 42 C.F.R. 433.51(b). CMS did not contest this 
interpretation in its response to the report.     
 
As noted above, all local funds are being phased into the Local Funds Monitoring oversight 
process, as described in the proposed rule available here. This oversight mechanism will include 
review of agreements between a local governmental entity and a private provider and bond or 

https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region6/61807001.pdf
https://pfd.hhs.texas.gov/local-funds-monitoring
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other debt instrument documentation to the extent such agreements or instruments impact the 
funds transferred for use as the non-federal share. HHSC’s ultimate goal in the implementation 
of this expanded oversight is to ensure that funds transferred as the non-federal share are 
eligible public funds, and HHSC remains committed to ensuring that local funds transferred to 
the state are public funds and come from various eligible sources based on the local 
governmental entity’s available funds, such as general appropriations, county or city 
appropriations, public revenue instruments, such as bonds, commercial patient revenue where 
the entity is a service provider, or other available public funds. To the extent that a 
governmental entity uses bonds or other debt instruments, the oversight provided by the Local 
Funds Monitoring team will ensure that such instruments are not derived by the unit of 
government from donations or taxes that would not otherwise be recognized as the non-federal 
share and that the governmental entity is not improperly utilizing federal funding as the source 
of the IGT used to fund the non-federal share. 
 

23. Please affirm that no payment under this section is dependent on any agreement or 
arrangement for providers or related entities to donate money or services to a governmental 
entity. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state affirms that no payment under this section is 
dependent on any agreement or arrangement for providers or related entities to donate money 
or services to a governmental entity. 
 

24. The QIPP spreadsheet indicates that there is an “8% holdback” on the IGT.  Can the state 
address what that represents or what costs it covers, how it is calculated, and whether or not 
the state claims FFP for that holdback?  Please describe, in detail, how the holdback is used, 
where the funds go once they are held back, and which entities receive this funding.   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state collects an additional 8% on IGT to account for 
fluctuations between forecasted member months and actual utilization within the program 
period. Actual IGT expended during the program period is reconciled within 120 days following 
the end of the program period. The state holds 2% of the IGT collected following the 
reconciliation through the runout period to account for changes in member months. Any surplus 
in IGT collected for the program period is refunded to the local governmental entity that 
provided the IGT. Any surplus IGT remaining following the runout period is refunded to each 
local governmental entity in the same manner. 
 

25. CMS understands that the state is in the process of setting up an oversight group related to the 
financing mechanisms described in this state directed payment preprint.  Please describe steps 
in the near-term that the state will use to effectively oversee how these program payments are 
funded by the state or local units of governments. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The Provider Finance Department within HHSC has established 
a Local Funds Monitoring team that is responsible for collecting information from each entity 
that provides local funds as the non-federal share of Medicaid payments. This oversight 
mechanism is a combination of self-reported quarterly data, review of public record data, and 
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analysis of each funding source and related documentation. All local funds are being phased into 
this oversight process, as described in the proposed rule available here. 
 

26. During the SFY 2022 preprint reviews, it was noted that the state had proposed to use bonds or 
other such debt instruments to assist in funding the non-federal share of the Medicaid 
payments proposed in some of the pre-prints.  Does that continue to be the case in these pre-
print proposals or has the state changed the manner in which the payments proposed in SFY 
2023 are funded? 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): The state has not changed the manner in which the payments 
proposed in 2023 are funded. 

27. In “Attachment F – Table 4 IGT Transferring Entities” - 68 entities are classified as “other” under 
operational nature. Please define the operational nature for each of these entities as most are 
not classified as typical IGT-eligible entities (i.e. state, county, city).  
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): HHSC has provided a list for Attachment F – IGT Entities that 
makes designations of the local governmental entities that provide IGT of public funds for use as 
the non-federal share consistent across programs. Only units of state or local government are 
permitted to submit IGT for use as the non-federal share of Medicaid payments. Texas has 
several classes of local entities that are referred to as Hospital Authorities, Hospital Districts, 
Local Mental Health Authorities, and others that are generally contiguous with a specific county 
or city, but are a unique unit of local government; therefore, the county or city designation was 
not appropriate. Due to the limitation to County, City, or Other, we selected “Other” for these 
various entity types. These entities have been in place for many decades and, much like a county 
or city, are units of local government with varying sources of public funds, including taxing 
authority, state appropriation, county appropriation, etc. depending on their individual enabling 
statutes. 

28. Similar to the SFY 2022 submission for QIPP, we note the following: 
As affirmed in response to question 14 [of the SFY 2023 submission], it is the state’s 
responsibility to ensure that funds used in the Medicaid program are public funds in accordance 
with 42 C.F.R. §433.51.  The ability of a unit of government to issue bonds is typically defined by 
the government entity’s authorizing statute.  We are assuming that this is the case with the 
hospital districts involved in this arrangement.  The statute indicates that CMS “may not restrict 
States’ use of funds where such funds are derived from State or local taxes (or funds 
appropriated to State university teaching hospitals) transferred from or certified by units of 
government within a State as the non-Federal share of expenditures under this title, regardless 
of whether the unit of government is also a health care provider, except as provided in section 
1902(a)(2), unless the transferred funds are derived by the unit of government from donations 
or taxes that would not otherwise be recognized as the non-Federal share under this section.”  
To the extent that bonds are neither state or local taxes, the state has an obligation to ensure 
that the transferred funds are not “derived by the unit of government from donations or taxes 
that would not otherwise be recognized as the non-Federal share” as indicated in the statute.  
Please note, that CMS is researching this matter further and may have additional questions for 
the state.   

https://pfd.hhs.texas.gov/local-funds-monitoring
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State Response (April 21, 2022): The state affirms understanding of this requirement. The 
Provider Finance Department within HHSC has established a Local Funds Monitoring team that is 
responsible for collecting information from each entity that provides local funds as the non-
federal share of Medicaid payments. This oversight mechanism is a combination of self-reported 
quarterly data, review of public record data, and analysis of each funding source and related 
documentation. All local funds are being phased into this oversight process, as described in the 
proposed rule available here. To the extent that a governmental entity uses bonds or other debt 
instruments, the oversight provided by the Local Funds Monitoring team will ensure that such 
instruments are not derived by the unit of government from donations or taxes that would not 
otherwise be recognized as the non-federal share and that the governmental entity is not 
improperly utilizing federal funding as the source of the IGT used to fund the non-federal share. 
HHSC continues to monitor local funds, to ensure the permissibility of local funds. The state 
understands and agrees that it is our responsibility to ensure that funds used in the Medicaid 
program are public funds in accordance with 42 C.F.R. §433.51. 
 

a. CMS has concerns that to the extent that the providers or provider-related 
organizations are participating in the purchasing of municipal bonds, that such 
participation could provide the appearance of a provider-related donation, potentially 
requiring the state to offset the collected value of the donation from the claim for FFP.  
Further, the notion that bonds can be thought of as loans that investors make to local 
governments, then the repayment of the bonds to any provider or provider-related 
organization may provide the appearance of recycling.  The state is obligated to ensure 
these funding mechanisms are consistent with the statute and implementing regulations 
throughout the operations of such payment programs.  Has the state considered how it 
intends to oversee the sources of financing that will support payments under this 
proposal to ensure the arrangements do not now and in the future entail non-bona fide 
provider related donations or recycling of federal funds?   
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): HHSC is not aware of any circumstances in which a 
provider or provider-related organization has participated in the purchasing of 
municipal bonds. To the extent that a governmental entity uses bonds or other debt 
instruments, the oversight provided by the Local Funds Monitoring team will ensure 
that such instruments are not derived by the unit of government from donations or 
taxes that would not otherwise be recognized as the non-federal share and that the 
governmental entity is not improperly utilizing federal funding as the source of the IGT 
used to fund the non-federal share. 
 

b. Please affirm the understanding that approval of this funding mechanism by CMS to 
serve as the non-federal share would not protect the state from financial risk should the 
arrangements result in non-bona fide provider related donations or a recycling 
mechanism as our review is predicated on the issued bonds as a normal course of 
business and not as a means to circumvent federal financing requirements. 
 
State Response (April 21, 2022): HHSC affirms this understanding. 

https://pfd.hhs.texas.gov/local-funds-monitoring
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SECTION V: QUALITY CRITERIA AND FRAMEWORK FOR ALL PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS 
 

29. Preprint Question 44: Thank you for submitting the evaluation metrics the state will use to 
evaluate this payment arrangement. During technical assistance calls with the state, CMCS and 
the state discussed limiting the MDS data used to calculate the evaluation metrics to Medicaid 
managed care enrollees. However, we noticed that the evaluation plan appears to include all-
payer data. Please provide an update on the state’s plan to assess the impact of this payment 
arrangement specifically on Medicaid managed care enrollees receiving services under the 
payment arrangement. 

State Response (April 21, 2022):  During technical assistance calls, the state and CMS discussed 
limiting the MDS data used to calculate NF performance on long-stay quality metrics to 
Medicaid managed care enrollees only. However, the evaluation of how the program advances 
the goals and objectives of the State’s quality strategy is based on benchmarks such as the 
national and state average, which are calculated and published by CMS and include all payer 
types. The state will discuss further developments of this methodology. 
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